Preface

O

ver the past decade, the cost per watt of photovoltaic
(PV) power plants has been continually decreasing
— the PV industry is thriving as it enters an era of

grid parity. However, given the challenges involved in storing
PV energy and its unpredictable nature when compared with
traditional energy (synchronous generator operation), PV
energy will have a unique impact on the power grid. Although
issues such as the duck curve (where demand for power rapidly
increases around sunset and peaks in the mid-evening hours) and
frequency regulation are widely recognized within the industry, a
more fundamental issue — stability — has not received sufficient
attention. While the duck curve and frequency regulation issues
restrict the dispatch of renewable energy, the stability issue
determines whether a power plant can be connected to the
power grid and is therefore more profound.
Since 2016, there have been cases in the world where PV
power plants cannot be connected to the grid stably or even
blackouts happened. Consequently, power grid companies are
paying greater attention to grid-connected PV plants in weakgrid environments. In addition, as new standards emerge, the
requirements for connecting PV plants to the power grid grow
increasingly stringent. Analysis of weak grid issues and the
preparation of corresponding measures are critical, as they decide
in the future how swift a PV plant could be commissioned, how
likely plant re-design and upgrade could be avoided, and how
likely PV energy could become the mainstream form of electricity.
This paper examines the weak grid issues that arise in scenarios
where high penetration of renewable energy is achieved, and
introduces the technologies and practices used by some industryleading solutions.
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Background
PV is one of the most promising and rapidly developing

distance transmission and high-voltage direct current

forms of renewable energy. According to the International

(HVDC) transmission introduce further challenges for

Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), global grid-connected

the connection of PV plants. For example, when a fault

PV capacity reached 580.1 GW by the end of 2019, and

occurs in the HVDC system, a transient voltage spike

this number is expected to exceed 700 GW in 2020. As PV

will occur nearby at the connection point of the PV

energy accounts for a growing proportion of generation

plant. Consequently, the PV plant must be capable of

systems, the stability of PV plant connection becomes a

adapting to this transient power grid phenomenon.

prominent issue within the industry. Given that this issue

Moreover, having a large Thevenin equivalent impedance

severely restricts the sustainable development of the PV

between the PV plants and the backbone power system

industry, it is receiving widespread attention.

would cause issues such as unstable voltage, unstable
frequency, subsynchronous oscillation, and harmonic

PV plants are usually built in remote areas where the

resonance. Under such circumstances, a PV plant may be

power grid interconnection is weak and the short-circuit

unexpectedly disconnected from the power grid, and may

capacity is low. These factors often lead to weak-grid-

even compromise the safety and stability of the regional

connections. Meanwhile, other factors such as long-

power system.
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Difficulties and Trends
2.1 Higher PV penetration results in weaker power grids and
compromises grid connection stability.
Unlike a synchronous generator that employs a rotating
mechanical structure, the PV inverter is an electronic
power device that controls power generation via a
mathematical control algorithm. The basic premise is
that a stable power grid provides a voltage reference;
however, such a premise may no longer apply when high

synchronous generators (such as thermal and hydro

penetration of renewable energy is achieved. From 2016

power plants) results in a higher SCR, whereas a larger

to 2019, unexpected tripping and equipment damage at

installed capacity of renewable energy results in a lower

renewable energy plants occurred regularly, even leading

SCR. In the future, as renewable energy becomes more

to large-scale blackouts in extreme cases. For example,

prevalent and legacy thermal power plants are gradually

tripping of a wind farm in South Australia led to a 50-hour

retired, the SCR will decrease inevitably.

power outage in 2016, and a similar blackout affected
about 1 million people across many parts of England and

With a low SCR, any disturbance injected by the PV

Wales in 2019.

inverter will be amplified drastically by the weak
grid. As such, it is vital that a power plant ensures

In the latest GB 38955-2019 power grid security and

steady-state operation, reliable fault ride-through, and

stability guidelines, the short circuit ratio (SCR) index

power quality. If any requirements are not met, power

is adopted to characterize the strength of a PV plant

generation may be frequently limited or the PV plant may

connection point. The SCR is the ratio of the synchronous

even be incapable of connecting to the power grid. As

short-circuit capacity of power grid to the installed

renewable energy becomes more prevalent, to improve

capacity of the power plant. A higher SCR indicates a

the control performance of inverters in order to adapt to

stronger power grid. It can be inferred from the definition

the characteristics of weak grids and even support the grid

of SCR, that a larger installed capacity of traditional

has to be taken seriously.
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2.2 As PV becomes a major power source, higher requirements are
placed on PV plants globally to ensure power grid safety and stability.
From 2019 to 2020, many countries released power grid

(2) In September 2019, the Spanish power grid company

standards to address the weak grid issue, with a particular

REE modified its grid connection standard for PV plants.

focus on improving inverter performance in order to adapt

The original standard required PV plants to support

to weak grids. Some examples are as follows:

strong power grids with a SCR greater than 20, whereas
the latest standard requires them to support power

(1) In February 2019, Australia released the new National

grids with a SCR as low as 5 (1.5 for the inverter).

Electricity Rules based on its experience with the large-

(3) In September 2019, the North American Electric

scale power outage in 2016. The rules specified that

Reliability Corporation (NERC) revised its supervision

PV plants need to adapt to weak grids with an SCR

guidelines based on the knowledge that a 5 GW

of 3 (SCR=1.5 for the inverter), and specified detail

wind power plants cannot be connected to the

indicators including reactive power, harmonic level (the

power grid. The updated guidelines now require local

THDi of an inverter must be less than 0.5%), fault

power transmission companies to monitor the SCR of

ride-through, voltage control, and frequency regulation.

renewable energy plants.

2.3 China power grid standards moves with the times.
China power grid architecture is strong overall, but due to

emphasizing the requirements for PV inverter

the explosive growth of renewable energy, some areas of

power grid adaptability. These include active power

the power grid is becoming weak. For example, in areas

stability during high voltage ride-through (HVRT),

with dense wind and/or solar installations, the SCR

HVRT and low voltage ride-through (LVRT), and

decreasing to around 2.0 or even lower is prevalent.

frequency adaptability. This standard imposes stricter

Consequently, given the need to adapt renewable

requirements for power grid connection as follows:

energy to weak grids, China has released a series of new

a. The number of power grid short-circuit types is

standards and regulations starting in 2019.

increased from 3 to 4, covering all power grid
short-circuit types.

(1) In December 2019, China released the standard GB

b. The active output power of the inverter must remain

38955-2019"Guidelines for the safety and stability of

unchanged during HVRT, with the acceptable error

electric power systems". The standard defines SCR for

less than or equal to 10% PN.

the first time, and specifies that renewable energy must

c. To help the power grid restore voltage to the

provide the necessary short-circuit capacity support.

normal range, the inverter should generate dynamic

This standard is widely quoted in the operation and

inductive reactive power during LVRT and absorb

management letters of multiple power grid companies

dynamic inductive reactive power during HVRT.

(such as Qinghai power grid, and Zhangbei power

d. During fault ride-through, the response time of the

grid, etc.).

dynamic reactive current should be less than or

(2) In December 2019, China released GB/T 37408

equal to 60 ms, the maximum overshoot should

"Technical requirements for photovoltaic plants grid-

be less than or equal to 20%, and the adjustment

connected inverter" based on the HVDC characteristics,

time should be less than or equal to 150 ms.
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Solution
3.1 How can the inverter adapt to weak grids?
In a weak grid, the inverter must be stable under all working

requirement across a wide SCR range.

conditions.
The preceding requirements all mentioned "wide SCR range",
(1) In a weak grid, the stability margin of the inverter

indicating that the inverter must be compatible with

decreases, and oscillation is likely to occur when the

both strong and weak grids. SCR is closely related to the

inverter nears full load. The basic requirement is that

net load of the power grid, and as more renewable energy

the inverter must be able to generate stable power

sources are connected, the peak and trough difference

across a wide SCR range.

of the net load of power grid (known as a duck curve)

(2) In a weak grid, the phase jump caused by power

becomes more pronounced. When the net load is high, the

grid short-circuits poses a significant challenge to

capacity of thermal and hydro power is relatively large and

inverter stability. Fault ride-through may fail and

the SCR is relatively high. Conversely, when the net load is

the inverter may disconnect from the power grid,

low, the capacity of thermal and hydro power is relatively

potentially damaging the inverter hardware in some

low and the SCR is reduced. At some power plants located

cases. To prevent cascading faults in the power grid,

in remote areas, SCR fluctuation may be caused by more

the inverter must be capable of fault ride-through

than the startup mode of the synchronous generator. For

across a wide SCR range.

example, the SCR may drop by half after one transmission

(3) In a weak grid, qualified harmonic current does

line is disconnected from the power grid. As such, focusing

not equate to qualified harmonic voltage. In order

on only one kind of weak grid condition in particular

to address the possibility of the voltage harmonic

is insufficient to address potential risks. Instead, it is

exceeding the threshold, the harmonic of the

necessary to ensure adaptation to both strong and weak

inverter must significantly exceed the standard

grids, as well as to no-load and full-load conditions.
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3.2 AI enables a shift from grid-adaptation to grid-supporting.
Leveraging years of telecom industry experience with weak
grids, as well as its extensive software algorithm capabilities,
Huawei empowers the PV industry by establishing accurate
mathematical models for various grid connection scenarios,
plant designs, and grid operating points, and utilizes big
data to train the optimal grid connection control algorithm.
This ensures that the PV inverter can connect to the power
grid and continuously deliver power without disconnection,
even under various harsh power grid waveforms. And
thanks to innovative algorithms and technologies, Huawei
smart PV controller offers a range of advantages such
as high-speed processing, massive sampling, frequencies
controlling, and algorithms controlling. The smart PV

etc. It also imposes higher requirements on power grid

controller uses advanced algorithms such as harmonic

connections. The application of new standard will be

suppression to proactively respond to power grid changes

especially beneficial for the renewable energy transmission

and optimize the total harmonics of the PV plant

via ultra-high voltage direct current (UHVDC) power

connected to the power grid.

grids in northwest and southwest areas of China, and
will facilitate safe and stable PV plant grid connections.

In the latest AI BOOST smart PV 6.0+ solution, Huawei

In April 2020, the Nanjing Branch of China Electric Power

firstly introduced the AI self-learning algorithm for

Research Institute awarded Huawei PV inverters the first

impedance reshaping. This integrates industry-leading

certificate conforming to the new GB/T 37408 standard

grid connection algorithms, such as the dynamic damping

since 2019. As such, Huawei SUN2000-196KTL has

adaptation algorithm, intelligent series compensation

become the first PV inverter in the industry to be certified

adaptation algorithm, and active harmonic suppression

in accordance with the new GB standard.

algorithm. AI self-learning achieves greater stability of the
power grid by dynamically adjusting the plant electrical

In June 2020, China Electric Power Research Institute

characteristics to match it. This solution transforms PV

and Huawei jointly defined test cases for weak grid

power from grid adaptation to grid-supporting, and

adaptation, taking a key step forward in standardizing the

can safely handle SCR=1.5 conditions. Compared with

weak grid adaptation capabilities of inverters. The Institute

other central and string inverters that lack self-adaptive

comprehensively tested the Huawei inverter, covering a

intelligence, Huawei string inverters are more effective

multitude of aspects such as stable power generation,

at adapting to the various harsh working conditions

harmonic suppression, and fault ride-through capabilities.

of different power grids all over the world. They also

The tests were completed in July, with the results

enable PV plants to deliver improved grid connection

verifying that Huawei SUN2000-196KTL delivers excellent

performance and enhance overall grid stability and safety.

performance and offers good adaptability to weak grids.
In a series of test cases covering power grids with a SCR

Compared with earlier versions, the GB/T 37408-2019

of 1.5 to 5.0, as well as those from no-load to full-load,

standard emphasizes the requirements for power grid

the Huawei inverter maintained stable power, less than 1%

adaptability, such as active power stability during HVRT,

harmonic content (measured by the rated current), and

capability of HVRT/LVRT, and frequency adaptability

reliable fault ride-through.
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3.3 Cases of adaptability to weak grids
Tibet, China

connection stability under transient and steady-state

Due to the particularity of its weak power grid, Tibet power

reactive power to support quick power grid recovery. In

grid needs to reduce the impact of power generation

addition, Huawei inverters use the advanced fault ride-

equipment on the power grid under LVRT, so more stringent

through detection algorithm to quickly identify the LVRT

requirements are put forward for PV grid-connected

status. During LVRT recovery, the inverters perform real-

inverter connected to Tibet power grid. For example, the

time power control to ensure continuous output power.

inverter must be capable of providing continuous active

They restore the active power to the pre-fault level within

current output during LVRT. It must also be able to quickly

0.5s once LVRT ends, reducing the risk of power instability

recover active power once LVRT ends and to support

caused by LVRT. Huawei Smart PV Solution passed the

grid-connected operation at above 70% Un.

LVRT performance test on the first attempt, and delivered

impact during LVRT, and continuously provide active and

world-leading performance. Huawei is also the first
Huawei inverters use the AI BOOST smart grid-connection

inverter enterprise to pass the test in the Tibet power grid

control algorithm to precisely manage the active current

environment, and the Deqin PV plant is the first in Tibet

during LVRT by ensuring a stable reactive current output.

to pass the power grid optimization tests, which include

The algorithm enables the inverters to maintain grid

onsite LVRT.

Australia

connection requirements for renewable energy plants in

Australia is sparsely populated with most of its urban zones

challenges that Australia faces now in terms of renewable

concentrated on the eastern coast. While the country

energy connection will also need to be addressed by other

employs a power grid that features a weak "long chain"

countries and regions at some point in the future.

Australia are much stricter than elsewhere. Nevertheless, the

structure, and it has developed an ambitious renewable
energy development plan. Measured by the installed power,

To be specific, following by the astonishing power blackout

the penetration of renewable energy already exceeds

in South Australia in 2016, the government immediately

50%. These factors, when combined, mean that the grid

began revising the renewable energy connection standard,
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leading to the official release of the National Electricity
Rules Version 114 on September 2018. According to the
new rules, PV inverters must ensure:
(1) Stable power generation in an environment with SCR
at 1.5; (no requirements in the GB standard)
(2) 15 consecutive instances of symmetric/asymmetric fault
ride-through in an environment with SCR at 1.5; (the
GB standard requires only one instance)
(3) Fault recovery power gradient of approximately 10 pu/s,

Figure 1 15 consecutive instances of fault ride-through
(defined in the Australia National Electricity Rules)

and a LVRT injection coefficient of 4 to 6; (requirements
in the GB standard: 0.3 pu/s and 1.5 to 2.5 respectively)

was capable of meeting these requirements due to its early

(4) Maintenance of the oscillating damping level on key

market presence, having already gained more than 90%

power grid transmission lines; (no requirements in the

of the market share. In August 2018, Huawei identified

GB standard)

the new opportunity presented by the Australian power

(5) Less than 1% THDu of the grid connection point;

grid standard updating, and began expanding its utility

(corresponding to inverter THDi of around 0.5%, which

power plant business in Australia. Following by 6 rounds

is 5% according to the GB standard)

of technical reviews and clarification of more than 250

(6) PV plant voltage control within 2s. (requirement in the
GB standard: 30s)

issues, the first and second Australian projects of Huawei
— thanks to a wealth of grid-friendly technologies —
were approved for grid connection in February and August

It is extremely difficult for a regular inverter to maintain

2019, respectively. This meant that Huawei became the

stable operation while meeting the preceding requirements.

first Chinese inverter manufacturer to be approved for grid

Before 2018, only one manufacturer (a German brand)

connection by Australian utility power grid company.

Figure 2 Australia National Electricity Rules requirement:
no decrease in the oscillating damping of key contact lines after PV power plant connection
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Additional cases of weak grids

India, a 100 MW smart PV plant needed to be connected

As early as 2014, Huawei inverters had successfully passed

a typical weak grid scenario. Following the application of

the onsite LVRT test in 200 MW PV plant in Gonghe,

Huawei AI BOOST smart grid connection algorithms, the

Qinghai. In the weak grid environments of India, the Middle

PV plant was successfully connected to the power grid

East, and North Africa, Huawei inverters demonstrated

on the first attempt, and now delivers a far better power

excellent fault ride-through capabilities and received high

quality than other PV plants within the same area.

to the power grid through multi-level voltage boosting —

appraisals from plant owners. The successful LVRT test in
the Tibet power grid environment once again demonstrated

In Inner Mongolia, a 100 MW smart PV plant is located

the leading position of Huawei in terms of PV grid

more than 80 km away from the 110 kV grid connection

connections capability, and the ability of transforming PV

point and has a SCR of 2, indicating a typical weak grid

energy from grid adaptation to grid-supporting.

scenario. Huawei Smart PV Solution was used in this
project, and the smart PV inverters have been working

Located in a remote mountainous area in Karnataka,
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Summary and Outlook
The cost per watt for PV plants has been steadily declining

arise when large-scale high proportion of renewable

over the past decade, and PV power is expected to

energy is connected to the power grid, excelling in this

become the primary energy sources in the future.

new era of grid parity. Huawei consistently adheres to a
customer-centric principle, and continuously innovates by

Theoretical analysis and existing cases showed that,

integrating new ICT technologies such as electronic, chip,

when applied to a weak grid, traditional PV solutions can

and AI technologies with PV. Huawei aims to transform

easily result in poor power quality, unstable PV output

from grid-adapting to grid-supporting, aims to raise the

power, and even grid disconnections. Huawei AI BOOST

penetration of renewable energy, and to enable PV to

smart grid connection algorithm addresses the global

shift from a grid-parity energy source to a primary

challenges of unstable grid connection that typically

and high-quality energy source.
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